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What is stronger – the bonds of blood or the bonds of love? The Cleveland Play House’s production

of Victoria Stewart’s new play “Rich Girl” shoves us into the blinding reality of that choice, running on

the Allen Theatre Second Stage April 19 – May 19, 2013.

'Rich Girl' worth every penny at the Cleveland
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The story follows Claudine (played by Crystal Finn), a young, awkward woman struggling to make her

way as she’s forced into the limelight of her mother’s million dollar company. Eve (played by

Cleveland native Dee Hoty) is her successful, all-business mother who’s looking to have Claudine

make something of her life. The mother-daughter pair is far from warm and fuzzy, yet they are kept

close together by a life of hard work and the warm guidance of Eve’s personal assistant Maggie

(played by Liz Larsen).

When Claudine meets the handsome yet debt-laden theater director Henry (played by Tony Roach),

Eve’s need to control every aspect of her life and Claudine’s gets out of control. The play then

becomes layer upon delicious layer of testing relationship limits, calling bluffs, and hoping beyond

hope that love can possibly survive.

“I do want people to leave the theatre talking about it, arguing about motives and who’s ‘right,”’

shares playwright Victoria Stewart. “I have sympathy for all the characters. I take them all at their

word. But I think that’s the wonderful thing about this play: [the audience is] going to have different

opinions about what the end of the play means and who’s right and who’s wrong.” Stewart says the

novella Washington Square inspired her to write this play. “Henry James writes so much about class

and money and writes wonderful female characters,” she says.

Michael Bloom’s directing is intelligent and poignant. The relationships between all of the characters

are succinct and multi-leveled, while the staging gives many platforms of interest for all of the

interactions that unfold.

Dee Hoty is a force to be reckoned with as Eve. Her sharp-tongued, intention-laden performance is a

bit “Sue Sylvester” (of the TV show “Glee”) but with and added power, more personal stock at stake.

Her attitude towards Claudine is subtly scathing. Her bulldozing of Henry is deliberate and spiteful.

Crystal Finn is a likeable and complex Claudine. Her portrayal evokes emotions of joy, anticipation,

self-consciousness and strength amid turmoil. Her relationship with Eve is edgy and full of longing,

while her love for Henry is true and passionate.

Liz Larsen as Maggie provides much of the comic relief in the piece. A catalyst of communication

between Eve and Claudine, the character of Maggie provides warmth, information and reason with a

sarcastic flip. Although Eve and Claudine don’t agree on much, they both love Maggie and vice-versa.

Tony Roach is the good-looking “white knight” as Henry. He is a dreamer, optimistic and artsy. He also

appears to truly love Claudine. There are many moments, however, when we doubt his intentions – is

he just after Claudine’s inheritance? Although these waters are muddy at times, his performance

makes us want him to be all that Claudine is hoping for.

"Rich Girl" is smart, thought-provoking and an entertaining soul-searcher for audiences. Content

Advisory: Recommended for ages 12 and up (contains strong language.)
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All technical aspects are solid and work well together, with designs by Wilson Chin (Scenic Design),

Matthew Richards (Lighting Design), Jennifer Caprio (Costume Design), Dave Bova (Hair/Wig Design),

and Jill BC Du Boff (Sound Design).

“Rich Girl” runs April 19 – May 19, 2013 in the Allen Theatre Second Stage at PlayhouseSquare.

Tickets are available by calling 216-241-6000 or going online to www.clevelandplayhouse.com. The

Allen Theatre complex is located at 1407 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44115.
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